Working together
for a more relaxed life.
With intelligent drives and control units
					
from Becker.

A word
in advance.

Frank Haubach

Head of Sales / Marketing

Dear Reader,
An increasing number of people like to make
their lives easier using smart home solutions.
As an expert for drives and control units, Becker
is also there to support you in this area.

Whether a private home or
a major project, a simple
drive or a full smart home program:
You are our main focus.
To provide you with more security, greater
comfort and a better quality of life, we
enthusiastically develop high-quality products
“Made in Germany”. We rely on strong partners
from the specialist trade to provide you with the
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A century
of delighting
our customers.

Home automation is a subject
everyone is talking about and fully
networking your home with a
variety of functions is becoming
a reality. Becker is launching its
bidirectional wireless system and
with it the central home automation
system CentralControl. This system
enables you to easily set up and
operate the wireless systems from
Becker.

Becker was founded on 7 May 1921.
Emil and Adolf Becker were responsible for
the growth and continued development of
the company over the subsequent years.

1921

1965

1971

2013

The tradition of the Becker family is continued
and enhanced to this day by another entrepreneurial family – the Wiegelmanns.

2021

Back in 1921, the company founders Emil and
Adolf Becker were already busy developing
solutions to make the lives of their customers

1965 was a key year in the history of our

In 1971, we extended our

company. We decided to commence de-

product range to include

veloping and producing door drives and

electric drives for roller

corresponding control units specifically for

shutters and sun protection

industrial purposes. An important step into

systems.

the future.

Another significant milestone
for our future success
was the development and
production of electric and
electronic control units.

Becker can look back on 100 years of
company history in 2021. Even today the
grandson of Emil Becker, Hans Joachim
Wiegelmann, is shareholder and owner
of the company. Jürgen Timm leads
the company as a managing director.
In the meantime, we have become an
internationally recognized provider offering
large scale capacities: Over 700,000 drives
for roller shutters, sun protection systems
and special solutions leave our production
facilities each year.

easier. Local presence ensured that our
company was able to develop and grow
throughout the years.

Today, our products
are sold
around the globe.
Yet we have remained a family-run business
where responsibility and quality remain just as
important today as they were then. This is the
reason why our products are still manufactured
in Germany.

Our history
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At home in
		 the world.

Paris

for the French market

Maastricht
for the Benelux markets

Izmir

for the Turkish and Middle Eastern markets

Sinn

and some former CIS countries

the headquarters of
Becker-Antriebe

Narrow 250 employees
in Germany and
a further 100
around the world

Madrid

for the Spanish market
help people make their lives more
comfortable and easier wherever they
may be.
We have numerous sites around
Europe and collaborate worldwide
with representatives and permanent
cooperation partners.

Slovakia
the home of one of our
production facilities

Prague

for the Czech and Balkan markets

Besides the international subsidiaries shown above, you can discover more about
our cooperation partners and representatives at www.becker-antriebe.com.

Our locations
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Together it’s easier.
				

With Becker.

“Together it’s easier”
is the principle that guides
our thinking and actions.
We position ourselves eye to eye with our
customers and treat them with respect and
equality. Feel the same level of confidence in
our services and staff as we do.
We strive to develop high-quality and individual
solutions to make your daily life easier. Right
where you need it most. We are proud of
creating added value and inspiring people.
And to respond quickly whenever you need us.

The Becker brand
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Smart products for a
comfortable and relaxed
			 atmosphere.
Above all else our products offer you: The
opportunity to concentrate on the really
important things. If you choose Becker as your
expert partner, your redevelopment, renovation
or new-build project is less about status and
more about increasing your quality of life and
feeling comfortable in your own four walls.
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Roller shutters, awnings and
garage doors that contribute
			 positively to your well being ...

... and offer you
increased comfort
		
and safety.
Your advantages at a glance:
z Simple operation
z Time saving due to automated processes
z Increased safety due to gentle obstacle
detection
z Burglary resistant

Environmentally responsible

Excellent safety and security

Intelligent comfort

z Privacy protection
z Sound insulation

Automated roller shutters help to cut heating

With fully automatic roller shutters it always

Whether it is sun protection or roller shutters:

z Less heating costs

costs in the winter and air-conditioning bills in

looks like someone is at home and they also

Both solutions can be controlled from the

z Glare protection

the summer. You ensure energy efficiency and

offer an effective deterrent to burglars. Even

comfort of a chair, sofa or lounger. At the push

z Material protection

help to protect the environment for current and

when you are not at home, the wind sensor

of a button you can improve the room climate or

z Protection against harmful UV rays

future generations.

ensures that the awning is retracted before

guarantee pleasant shade.

z Wise investment

Roller shutters and sun protection

you even notice a change in the weather.
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The future
for your home:
CentralControl

CentralControl is the system
that can be set up – wirelessly and independently –
according to your specific requirements. The
wireless standard used for the system not only
allows you to network wireless products from
Becker with your system but also devices from
other manufacturers. You can control your
CentralControl unit via the Internet from any
location. The system also offers the following
highlights:
z Individually programmable time controls,
including a holiday function
z Create and organise scenarios
z Save logics (“if/then actions”) that enable
e.g. the roller shutter to be lowered if the
temperature exceeds a certain value in summer

Everything under control
Thanks to the central control unit, you can
access your automation system anytime,
anywhere - even from your mobile devices. You
no longer need to ask whether the roller shutter

More comfort for you

in the bedroom is still closed, the heating turned
off or the awning retracted. Simply monitor your

Control your CentralControl unit using Amazon

home through your smartphone, tablet or note-

Echo speech recognition – also known under the

book. And a special feature is that the integrated

name “Alexa”. Both systems can be easily

devices can report back their status thanks to

combined via the Becker skill. Simply create

the bidirectional wireless connection.

scenarios with the CentralControl unit, link them
to the Alexa app and you are ready to go: “Alexa,
welcome to Becker”.

Home automation

More information on building automation can be found at www.becker-antriebe.com
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„We have fulfilled
			our dream.“

The way the sun
shines into our
kitchen in the
mornings is just
perfect now.

We would rather spend less time worrying about our roller
shutters and more time enjoying the things that matter most to
us. We, therefore, chose intelligently controlled drives from
Becker. Our roller shutters now open and close fully automatically – in the mornings, evenings or whenever the sun is too
strong, providing some welcome shade during hot summer days.
We can now spend our time on more important things. Like our
daughter, for example, who is just as delighted and thrilled as we
are.

Nice and dark for exciting films –
wonderful shade on hot days.

The Dietrich
family

Customer feedback

The various roller shutter settings
allow us to create the perfect
atmosphere for every occasion.
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Reliable systems that
deliver real benefits.
In every
		 shape and size.
Dom-Aquarée Berlin
Becker drives provide indoor sun protection
that harmonises perfectly with the imposing
glass design of a building complex. Alongside
the exact positioning of the blinds, the drives

Our customers do not only include private customers who want

stand out above all thanks to their flexible

to realise their own dream of a tailor-made home automation

control options.

system. For industrial customers, we also fit our drives and
control systems in complete office buildings, hotel facilities or
on one occasion even in a chocolate museum.

Chocolate Museum Cologne
The famous chocolate museum is fitted with sun
blinds operated by Becker drives.

Das Spektrum
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Opening up
			opportunities ...

Fire curtain
Stöbich Brandschutz GmbH

We also develop
solutions suited
to even the most
special of applications.

A pool which thanks to its extendable

These are just a few examples where

cover stays nice and clean and is less

our specially developed solutions help

of a hazard for small children. Safe

achieve greater safety and efficiency –

boarding access guarantees a reas-

and, needless to say, they are all

suring feeling even before your flight

tested to Becker’s high quality

takes off. Or the fire-resistant curtain in

standards.

a shopping centre which literally unfolds

... and guaranteeing safety
and security:
				
our drives.

its potential in an emergency by gliding
down from the ceiling to the floor below.

Special applications
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Our main focus:
To make your life
a little bit 					
easier every day.

		Knowing
			what is				
		required.

Our training courses for specialists and qualified
fitters ensure the right advice and expertise for the
installation of your drive systems. We are committed to

Our seal of quality guarantees safety, comfort

promoting further training in the roller shutter and sun

and efficiency. And it goes without saying that we

protection sector.

are certified to DIN EN ISO 9001.
Furthermore, you can rely on the following:

High-level training
Quality from Germany

Our partners receive

Environmentally responsible

intensive training at the
academy

Becker academy to

Becker products are

Becker is your partner for

manufactured in Germany

energy efficiency. A fact

with the best service at all

and must meet high quality

demonstrated by our

times. A fact demonstrated

standards. A fact

energy seal.

by our “Becker academy”

demonstrated by our

ensure you are provided

seal.

“Made in Germany” seal.

Technology, innovation and network
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A reassuring feeling ...
... is fully guaranteed with Becker
products. Since in addition to
outstanding quality, you are also
treated to excellent service:
From expert advice to professional
installation. This is the reason why
Becker solutions are only available
from authorized dealers. To
ensure that you are not only
satisfied, but absolutely delighted
with our products.
Together it´s easier.
With Becker.

Becker-Antriebe GmbH
Drives and control units for roller
shutters, sun protection systems
and special applications
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 2 – 4
D-35764 Sinn
Tel.: 0 27 72 / 507 - 0
Fax: 0 27 72 / 507 - 151
info@becker-antriebe.com
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www. becker-antriebe.com

